Powerful Connections: How Organization Design and Compensation Create Business Value
If you’re worried about what it will take to secure top talent in the coming years – and how much that may cost – you’re not alone.
Access to needed talent is becoming an increasingly pressing concern for Canadian organizations.

A new research study undertaken by KPMG and McDowall Associates highlights some significant opportunities for better managing talent risks. The findings suggest that greater alignment between organization design and compensation may be the critical
missing link for building stronger and more effective talent strategies.

Survey finds organizations grappling with numerous talent risks
Alignment between organization design and compensation is key to stronger talent strategies
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Across these areas, the top talent risks identified by the survey participants included:
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More significantly, the survey results indicate organizations are falling short in their efforts to address these risks. Survey participants were asked to indicate how effectively their organization is responding to the risks they identified.
Key areas where respondents indicated they were not taking effective action—or taking no action—included:
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Creating Stronger Talent Strategies
So what does it take to create more effective talent strategies? The survey results point to the need for a greater alignment between
organization design and compensation with workforce analytics identified as one of the key underpinnings, with respect to both
processes and tools.
Organizations that reported having a distinct Organization Design Function had more favourable responses when it came to rating
how well they were addressing key talent risks compared to those without an OD Function:
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Percentages represent the level of effective risk management relative to the stated talent risk.
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